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C H A P T E R I 

A STUDY O r THE P R O B L E M 

This ikciic had it* isccptios la the mind of the writer when, dis-

turbed by third grade children'• Uck of interest and low level of lin-

guistic achievement, she endeavored to find both a mmre effective means 

«f encouraging children to acquire the tools of language and a more ef-

fective method of teaching children the fundamentals of language ar t s . 

The writer determined, therefore, to investigate an integrated language 

ar t s program in the hope that it would prove to he a more effective 

method of teaching. 

This decision necessitated a preliminary study of terminology as 

related to this problem, followed by an investigation of the methodology 

of integration, and an examination of the arguments of the supporters 

of this method. 

The two most recurrent and significant terms used in this paper 

are language a r t s and integration. The first of these terms, language 
N R I I I I W I I < | i i B F i t i i i i i i i w ( m a r - * ' . ' tuMnwiw*]* >iiWBt«>RT̂ IIIIWIII|II»Bf̂ ILINIIIII)i'JIKJUTOKIIWN»I. ILL) 

arts, may be defined as the use of the five skills which are related 

through their use of common symbols. These five language arts skills 

are listening with understanding, speaking with meaning, reading with 



camprehensioa, writiag with clarity sail facility, and spelling with ac-

curacy. These linguistic skills art the meaas of uaiversal communica-

tion, and aa aath they vitally iajfiaaace the p r o e m e * of daily living. 

As the latest of man*a biologically acquired skills, language is -

the most diversified aa to background and in «fl*ct. Wa saa the proof 

aad O t c o u e ^ u c M t i of this diversity ia the misunderstandiags that . 

arise amoag people, from small groups to great nations. Many dis-

agreements a r i s e f rom a conflict in semantics rather than f rom a con-

fl ict ia basic thought patterns. By reason of this diversity in linguistic 

background, no rigidly uniform plan can provide a aeries of experiences 

adequate to developing the language ability of all children. Some chil-

dren come to school with r ich home backgrounds, some f rom homes in 

which language background i s meage* and still others from foreiga 

homes in which native words and expressions supplement a meager 

English vocabulary. Therefore, "the only educationally defeasible 

program ia the language a r t s i s one which has been planned in terms 

of individual children in a specific situation. 

language may also be defined in t e rms of function. The func-

tion of the language a r t s i s varied. 

. . . language s e rves to ass ist memory and facili tate thought; 
to communicate meaning and, when necessary, to conceal i t ; 
to express feeling aad, when necessary, to disguise it; to 

lOMo State Department of Education, The Language Arts in the 
Elementary Schools of Ohio, Curriculum Bulletin, VH, N o f T T m i y T 
p. 6. " 



state intention* or merely to intimate their nature; to influ-
ence or control t ie actions of others; end sometimes to pro-
vide substitute satisfactions for those that would normally 
follow upon the exercise of bodily activity. -

The second term necessitating definition i f integration. Kilpatrick 

ha* recognised integration as "the act, process or result of internal 

unification, characteristic of an organism, ami which, when merged 

with environment, brings about an integrating process of learning. 

Hopkins, who has been a leader in the field of integrated learning since 

19S7, has referred to integration as "continuous, interactive adjusting. 

Ml living i s interacting, adjusting behavior. Integration i s also de-

finable in t e rms of purpose. Hopkins set forth the purpose of integra-

tion when he wrote that "by relating the subject matter of one subject 

to that of another, whenever possible, teachers have learned that an 
. . - - . i - O - > ; „ . 

improvement in learning «ff«ct i s experienced in each subject. ** 

The writer of this paper has formulated a definition of integration 

as a methodology in these terms: integration, a s a f f i l ed to the lan-

guage arts, i s the unification and interaction of the linguistic skills 

with all other areas of learning, with resulting greater total comprehension 

*A. F. Watts, The .Language and Mental Development of Children, 
. i M I s m i U M S f ' .Jii.iimr Iiiiii.mi m w i n i i n i * m p m m m.i.u > H » . inuwiiiri i > i . i i ^ i i i i i S r i j i i i i i t i r h . i . » j i < i i i w i . iinimiiliw m m 

p. I f . 
3Jewell Kilpatrick, "An Evaluation of integrated Teaching," Unpub-

lished Master's Thesis, Department of Education, North Texas 'State 
College, 1943, p. 4. 

4L. Thomas Hopkins, Integration: Its Meaning and Application, 
p. 1. 

5Ibid., p. 253. 



ia listening and reading and a greater facility and clarity of fto«|ht and 

expression in speaking and writing, • .. -

Following the study of terminology as related to this problem, and 

a statement of integration as a methodology, the seed arose for the ex-

amination of tke reaaoaa advanced by the advocates of this at&od. 

Artly gives what is*' perhaps, the strongest general statement 

when he says; . . •' 

The time has come to cease talking in general terms 
about the language a r t s and their integration. There is 
need for the inauguration of a systematic and comprehensive 
research program aimed toward the vertical plan of general 
language development-* a program integrated with child 
growth and development, bat withal providing for systematic , 
and differentiated language instruction. 

Glace, from her study of the place of art ia the integrated pro-

gram* has concluded that "the ideal elementary school course of study 

is perhaps one in which the entire curriculum is administered on a 

plan of perfect articulation of various subjects.. JLanguage is no longer 

taught in isolation, but as an integral part of al l other subjects. m7 

Hildreth,. who, as a psychologist, has devoted much study to 

the intelligence and achievement testing of children, points out the 

possibilities of strengthening learning by utilising the interrelation- '• 

ships of the language arts when she says: 

^A. Sterl Artly, "Research Concerning jfaterrelatinnship among 
the JLanguage Arts," Elementary English, XXVII (December, 1956). 
5S4. 

7Margaret F. Schaeffer Glace, Art in the Integrated Program, 
p. 3. ~ 
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• • , It is , ©f coiwrse, quite t rue that in most cases a rb i t ra ry 
l is ts of word* for spelling a r e drawn up f rom "scientific" 
word l is ts , while the words that the child needs to write or 
which he met that very day in his reading a r e not included. -
Still other words a r e practiced in the handwriting lesson. . . . 
In the language lesson the child proceeds t® descr ibe a pic-

. ture o r write a story in good English, hut, during the a*xt 
period in reading* he must deal with a different picture and 

. *• different. story. • Children practice handwriting faithfully, 
hut few teachers seem to real ize that in le t ter writing 
there a re also some good reading lessons. Instruction in . 
English has centered more in g rammar form than in lan-
guage comprehension, meanings and functional use. ® 

It way be added .that not only i s such integration an excellent 

means of reinforcing learning through tying in al l the phases of lan-

guage, but it i s also a means of t ime economy. Specifically, by inte-

grating the introduction of .new reading words and a discussion of their 

phonetic elements with the spelling of these words, : one eliminates du-

plication of teaching with a consequential saving of time. This t ime may 

then be used for activities in which linguistic skills can be developed. 

Reasons f a r the advocacy of integration are found in various stud* 

ies based upon research in the use of this method. JTor that purpose* 

the resul t s of .two studies are summarised here . . • 

. : Oberholtser, f rom a 1937 study of the effectiveness of integration 

in. the curriculum of the fourth and: fifth grades of the Houston public 

schools, concluded that such integration resulted in unlowered stand-

a rds of academic achievement, toitpled with greater pupil in terest . 

H 
Ger t rude Hildreth, "Interrelationships among the Language 

Arts , *» Elementary School Journal, XJLVHI (June, I f48) , 544. 



He states thaI the group acquired more factual information and had 

more time for enriched activities. ^ 

Harrell , in a comparative study @1 the integrated,' and therefore 

functional* method of teaching language a r t s , a s compared to the tradi-

tional method, found that integrated methods resulted in a superior f ree 

expression on the par t of pupils. i She also commented that parents and 

teachers noted an improvement in the reading interests and social ad-

justments of pupils in tike integrated group. 

la summary, it may b« concluded that the language arts, allied 

through their use of common symbols, are a universal means of com-

munication. As such, they may he more effectively taught t r o u g h 

the method of integration, which serves t© unify the linguistic skills 

with other areas of learning so that children achieve greater compre-

hension of others* thoughts, and experience further growth of facility 

and clarity in expressing their own ideas and emotions. . 

% . E. Oberholtner, An Integrated Curriculum in. Practice, 
- * * - « « » • M M * - - — 

pp. 127-132. 

*°&uth .Harrell, "An Analysis of Two Methods of Teaching Lan-
guage Arts, H Unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Education, 
North Texas State College, 1940, pp. 49-50. 



C H A P T E R I | 

L E A R N I N G P R O C E S S E S O f THE N O R M A L C H I L O 

An over all v a d i r i t u l i n g of how the normal child learns language 

is prerequisi te to • itaUiskiag an integrated language a r t s program. The 

myriad connotative meanings of the word "normal" necessitate an expla-

nation of that term a* it t« to be applied here. By normal child i s meant 

the child who Is of average intelligence, who Is neither bilingual nor 

meager in Me linguistic background, and who i s f r e e f rom physical 

speech impediments. 

Basle to Hits view ol learning processes i s an understanding of tike 

sequential order in linguistic development. The first stage, that of 

listening with understanding, i s followed by actual speaking. From this 

the child grows Into the third phase, that of learning to read, followed 

by the las t of the sequential stages, that of uniting word symbols that 

I 

represent spoken speech symbols. 

The first phase, that of listening, should not be undervalued,' for it 

i s as basic to communication, which is the function of language* as a r e 

the skills of speaking, reading, and writing. Listening with under-

standing i s a pertinent factor in the child's readiness to read printed 

*Hildreth, ©g. c i t . , p. 538. 
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word symbol*. Gate*' rei tarck shows that the o w i t favonbly prognos-

tic a i |a for progress In beginning reading i s the ability «f the child to 

grasp the substance •£ * story told to h i m . 2 Through listening, Ibe . 

child improves his recognition of stock expressions that will recur in 

his reading, and broadens his vocabulary. Further, his interest in read-

ing i s stimulated, particularly when he listens to other children read, 

and hears reports of what they have read. He i s also interested in 

listening to himself read aloud. He should also fee encouraged to read 

orally material that he has written. 

The second step in the sequence of linguistic development i s . 

speech. It i s closely related to listening, for without listening there 

can be no normal speech development. The prcschool child first l earns 

speech in the form of nouns, then pronouns. S reve r suggests that, 

to increase A# number of nouns a child uses , one must increase 

mater ial environment;- to increase his stock of verbs, one must en-

large his interest in practical activities. The acquisition of other parts 

of speech depends upon the child's powers of abstraction, which a r e re-

lated to native intelligence and rate of maturation. 3 The preschool child 

i s incapable of the higher abstractions, such as equality, for his ideas 

a re general and, as such, are associated wife the concrete images they 

2Arthur 1. Gates, The Improvement of Reading, p» 25. 

3 J a m e s Drever, "A Study of Children's Vocabularies,M Journal 
«£ Experimental Pedagogy, III (March, 1945), 43. """ 



represent. The ability to think in t e r m s i s ass is ted by matura-

tion* and a» a le r t teacher may find ample opportunities to further tU« 

maturation of abst ract concepts through group discussions. Children 

learn the meaning oI equality hy living in an atmosphere in wMchequallty 

occurs, and in irkitk they can discuss equality. 

' The very nature ©I speech itself presents difficulties throughout 

the field of linguistic testing* for the effect of intelligence on speech i s 

reciprocal.. This i s illustrated by Hawk's study of children'who are de-

fective or' delayed in speech, la a controlled study she discovered that 

the experimental group of children tested' as much as forty points higher 

©a Intelligence tests after having had from Mac months to a year of 

training in the motor processes of speech development.4 ' Specifically, 

this was training In the muscular movements used to produce sound ele-

ments, such as vowels and consonants., This training Is then exer-

cised until it becomes well habituated and the speech muscles perform 

their functions easily,' correctly* and automatically. 5 ' Watt*, has also 

warned of the danger in assuming that a child's native intelligence can' 

be measured by a test which is based upon the use of language. 6 t h e ' 

many factor# of hUingualism, speech impediments (whieh hinder reading 

M», S* Hawk and £ . M. Young* Children with Delayed or Defec-
**v Speech: Motor-Kinesthetic Factors la Their Training* p. if! 

5 lh id . , p. US . 

*Watts, og. c it . , p. 26, 
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as wctl u speech), and the variety o£ children's linguistic backgrounds 

clearly indicate the invalidity of- such -measurements of intelligence. 

The power* of good speech and listening ar« strengthened and ad-

vanced through the child*® use of them. Children find opportaaifcy to ex-

ercise listening and speech faculties through their sharing of 8ew», 

poetry, and letter® froira friends, by their participation in the planning 

of event*, and by taking part in meeting*. All of these are conducive 

to good listening and speech because they are related to the interest* 

of children, fa these activities one must recognise that thought and . 
m 

expression are simultaneous in young children. - These children mast 

speak their thoughts in order to know what those thoughts are. Strick-

land says; M Language and thought develop together as an integrated . 

whole. ' Language is of little value without ideas to express, and ideas . 
£ 

are themselves dependent upon language. " Thus* it i s vital that pre-

school and primary teachers give ample lime and encouragement to , 

the sharing of individual experiences. It i s through such means that 

children, gaining freedom of •expression, begin to weave individual 

ideas and experiences into the growing pattern of their total experience. 

From these exchanges of individual experiences, children grew into 

the" ability to carry on a give-and-take discussion, provided such 

^Ruth G. Strickland, "The language and Mental Development of 
Children,•* Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana University, 
XXIII, Mo, i (March7 1947), 7. ' -

®lbid., p. 6. 
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di«c«»ion Is centered about a really vital c o a a w enterprise which 

tad Oc twektr have eh»Ma. The teacher, thrragk the means of 

this common activity, encourages the children's natural maturation in 

this aspect of speech. Soon the children a re able to c a r r y on a simple 

conversation with one another and with an adult. This growth, in speech 

efficiency i s indicative ol developing language power. 7 - The scope of 

this growth i s evident when the group discusses, for example, the rea-

sons for avoiding a stray dog oa the playground. l inguist ical ly imma-

ture children will volunteer personal experiences dealing not only with 

stray dogs, Vat also with lost and deceased pets of all kinds. The 

more linguistically mature children are capable of discussing stray 

dogs and the reasons for avoiding theza. 

Just as speech i s related to listening, so i s it allied to the third 

phase of linguistic development, that of reading, for reading i s a proc-

e s s of interpreting printed symbols that aro based on a rb i t ra ry speech 

sounds. This interrelationship i s evident in the child who i s a poor 

tnlker and, consequently, cannot read or spell. As his spoken language 

improves, so does his reading. Goodenough, in an interesting study of 

the relationship of speech and reading* has found a correlat ion of . 79 

between the ability to understand and explain meanings, as measured 

by the Stanford-Binet Vocabulary Test, and reading, as measured by 

f l b i d . , p. 16. 
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the Stanford Achievement Test. ft i s quite logical that the child's 

ora1 « f r « M i w mutt bt built up as a basis for i u t m t t o a ia reading 

awl writiag. 

Reading instruction on the pr imary level may be divided into 

three phases. t The f i r s t .of these i s the prereading level, followed by 

beginning reading, and then by the more mature reading at. the six to 

eight-year level.- - On the prereading level the teacher must ascertain 

the reading readiness of each child through such means as the Stanford-

Binet tests and anecdotal records. Evidences of reading readiness a r e 

manifested In the child's ability- to tell or dramatise a story, recognise 

the word labels of familiar objects in a room, write his name, and use 

picture clues ia identifying familiar stories. ** 

Beginning reading i s initiated when the child develops discrimina-

tion to the extent that he notes similarities and differences in that some 

words begin alike and. others end alike. He must also be. able to recog-

nise words and phrases by configuration dues and picture clues. The 

first reading experiences a re chart stories that the children and teacher 

build together. It i s practical to build the contest of the f i r s t reading 
t> 

lessens on material in the pre-primer. 
• iuii(iinu!iwiiiiMiii»<iiiii'iLi)tiJirii]iM.jii|l,iii][i) UBIJ BKTH.MWJ mmmmwnmnmmmMi. Br 

*°71orencc JU Goodenough, MThe Heading Tests of the Stanford 
Achievement Scales and Other Variables, ** Journal of Educational Psy-
chology, XVI (November, 1925). 525. ^ ^ 

1 1 Ohio State Department of Education, The Language Arts in the 
Elementary Schools of Ohio, p. 28. 

l I Ib id . 
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On the last of the pr imary lenti l , the six to eight-year group, 

the teacher continues the use of the personal chart reading lesson. • 

Suck personalised reading may include experience stories, a news-

paper based on room activities* directions for some activities, c r a 

daily program which has been developed jointly by the children and the 

teacher, 

Gradually the child builds up concepts of better sounds, Mendings* 

a »d elements of words, • such as initial and final consonant forces and 

sounds, consonant combinations, vowel combinations, vowel sounds, and 

phonogram®. • These word elements must be developed as parts of fa . 

miliar words, never as isolated, meaningless sounds. ' For instance, 

in mastering the short sound of the letter a, the child must be cogni-

sant of that sound in a complete word, such as at. Through these • -

phonetic concepts the child i s aided in his preparation for the adven- • ' 

ta re of independent reading. A varied reading program, necessitated 

by the children*s variation in ability and individual needs, results in •' 

two or three reading groups at each grade level. 

.The fourth phase of linguistic development, .that of writing, i s 

last in the sequential order. The child, having been well grounded in 

the beginning elements of listening with understanding, speaking with 

meaning, and reading with comprehension, i s then ready to write, the 

word symbols that represent spoken speech symbols. Writing involves 

the skills of speaking and handwriting. 
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The child's spelling must be accurate if h* I# to communicate Ms 

i i c t i accurately. la order to stimulate interest, thm teacher and the 

children plan experiences la which written communication plays an im-

portant part, such as issuing invitations to an entertainment. Such ac-

tivities will provide m « k i U r y and spelling l ist* that are practical 

because of their immediate use. The teacher may supplement such 

l ists with minimised standard l is ts if she i s so repaired, midreth 

• t resses the importance of functional l ists whan she says that "lists un-

related to the needs and Interests of children will not 'carry-over* as 

well as the functional l ists, bat the two may often coincide. 

The legibility of a child's handwriting i s determined by his de-

gree of maturity and interest. No amount of enforced practice will 

compensate for a lack of these vital factors. The child begins large 

manuscript writing at the blackboard, and then on wide lined paper. 

This writing consists of meaningful words rather than single letter 

forms. The child makes the transition to cursive writing in the latter 

half of the second grade or the first semester of the third grade. This 

transitional period is determined by his maturity and by his- need to 

write. In all cases, written work should be characterised by purpoa-

iveness, neatness, legibility, ease, and fluency. 

The foundation for good usage and form in writing i s found In the 

initial reading lessons when the teacher wrote on tfee board or on chart 

13 Ibid., p. 21. 
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p«p»r the children's dictated experiences. It w u then that the chil- • 

4ren I earned the use of capital letters MM! end punctuation, for childrw 

learn through usage to utilise and recognize such t e r n s as capital, 

period, comma, apostrophe, question mark, and paragraph, ft i s far 

this reason that the teacher i s most meticulous in applying the proper 

name to each of these terms. 

As the child develops greater language power# he increases his 

use of complete sentences a s well as Ids use of compound and complex 

sentences. This growth la length and complexity of sentences indicates 

a growth i s language powers* ** Teachers, through their insistence 

on the elimination of the word and in children's sentences, cause the 

child to resort to short,. choppy sentences. .'The child, when he i s suf-

ficiently mature, will comprehend the relationships which can be ex-

pressed through the dependent clauses of complex sentences. • 

. Each child must have many opportunities to express himself, for 

it is through such expression that he clarifies and organises the ideas 

he has gained through experiences. • It is through school expression, ' 

also,. that the teacher notes the developmental stage of hi* linguistic 

growth and, consequently, prepares to guide Mm to further achieve-

ments. 

Pora V. Smith* "Growth in Language Power as Related to 
Child Development," Teaching language in the Elementary School, 
Forty-third Yearbook of the national Society for the Study of Educa-
tiaa, Part 0 , pp. 65-66. 
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Tk« child who has mastered the fundamental processes and basic 

skills involved i s UiteaUg, «p«sUag, reading, aad writing i s receptive 

to the creative s*p«ct of writing. As sua UuttvidMl te has emotions, 

imI t q t t r l t s e t i he vUkt* to express. They may bt ex-

pr«ss«4 to written form. C m t t v e writing Is really fourfold la its im-

portance. Primari ly, it adds to the child* s sense of power, to the 

sense of the worth of his owa id i s i . It also serve* as aa aid to mental 

health by ridding him of tensions. Such writing also clarifies aad organ-

iaes the child*s U « m . This medium also f t r a d t a the t i a d w r to die- , 

* IS 

esv*r the child's needs aad interests . 

The question has arisen concerning the average class time that 

should be spent each day on listening, speaking, reading, aad writing. 

There should he no rigidly inflexible plan in the language a r t s program. 

Any occasion that makes use of the language a r t s should be utilized* 

for purposiveness i s «f pr imary importance. 

This brief summary of the sequential development of linguistic 

power has many implications for both home aad school. One of the most 

pertinent facts seems to be that the mastery of language i s not a matter 

of planned instruction followed by complete learning but of natural de-

velopment and maturation in a stimulating and carefully guided environ-

ment. The language a r t s must be centered about activities that are 

IS 

Strickland, oj>. cit.» p. .20. 

< p. 22. 
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interesting and ckUlMflag to clil4r«a. Tkdr interest,. ability, and 

individual purpose are primary factors. . - The teacher must adapt Iter 

guidance and teaching to the level of each child's linguistic development. 

There must be an abundance of rich and varied experiences with ample 

opportunity to talk them through to real understanding and clear expres-

sion. Each concept must be Milt accurately. for each i s a foundation 

stone for the thinking and learning yet to come. 



C H A P T E R I I I , . 

B A S I C S f l P S IN T H E O R G A N I Z A T I O N O F AH' ' 

I N T E G R A T E D L A N G U A G E A R T S P R O G R A M 

F D R T H E P R I M ART ' G R A D E S 

The goal of any adequate language a r t* program is the effective 

and consistent functioning of the four means of communication--~listen-

lag, speaking, reading, and writing, in the light of this goal, the present 

trend in the organization cut language instruction in the pr imary grades 

involves an integration of the language a f t * with all A* other vital ac -

tivities and interests : of young children. Such an instructional concept 

goes further than a mere integration of the. language a r t s with other cur-

ricula? subjects by teaching the four interrelated elements of communi-

cation as parts of a single p rocess , 1 , This is a logical technique for 

th* means of communication a re rarely, if ever, used separately. When 

one person speaks, another listens. When an individual writes, another 

reads what lias been written. & an integrated and interrelated language 

a r t s program skills a r e motivated and taught In relation to their use* 

l inguist ic skills thus become important to children because children 

*©ora V. Smith, "Introducing 'The English language Arts* 
Scholastic,J 1»XI (September 24, 1952), SOT. 

tn 

IB 
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must use these skills in o rder to exchange ideas. There in no meed lor 

a separate language a r t s period because, "if language i s real ly func-

tioning in a child 's l ife „ . . language permeates the genuine in te res t s 

and activit ies of the whole day. 

Since language i s a social ins t rument a s well a s a linguistic one, i t 

follows that language power can he developed best through social s i tua-

tions. For this reason the Commission on the English Curriculum of the 

National Council of Teachers of English recommends "the use of broad 

units of instruction with focus upon ideas, to which reading, writing, 

speaking and listening ail contribute, and in which young people work and 

think and plan together with a par t icular end in view, When curr icula* 

activities a r e unified in a ma jo r theme o r topic, the pupils perceive ideas 

and their relationship more clearly than when a language skill i s taught 

a s a n isolated unit. This unification enables children to grow in the l in-

guistic skills which develop f rom the activit ies intr insic to the unit. * 

This activity concept of language development suggests, a p ro -

gram, involving experiments, excursions, pro jec ts , personal exper i -

ences, group s tor ies , creat ive writing, c lass l ib ra r ies diversif ied a s 

2 M. A. Dawson. "Types of Organiaatioa of l anguage Ar ts P r o -
grams , " Teaching language in the Elementary School, For ty- th i rd 
Tearbook~of the National Society fo r the Study ofEdacatiot t , P a r t II, 
p. 116, 

^0®ra V. Smith, oj». c i t . , p. i l . 

*J. Wayne Wrights tone, "Achievements in English Activity P ro -
g rams , " Elementary English Review, XII! {March, 1936), 94. 
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to range of interest and ability,• time to listen to stories and poems, and 

individual instruction and practice as dictated by individual needs. 5 It 

i s important that the children and the teacher f l an wait work jointly 

far, when learning situations are dominated by children's vital aims 

and purposes, there is greater motivation and greater insurance that -

the child will use good language at all times.. Language must be taught 

in situations that are closely related, to those found tit extracurricular 

living. There i s little'transfer of training if the child says, "I have it,M 

in class and then, when he catches a ball on the playground, says, MI 

got it, Sound integration and the use of life-like instructional situa- . 

tions help to guard against this dual usage ©f language. 

There a re numerous factors to consider in setting up an inte-

grated and interrelated language arts program for the primary grades. 

The initial stop i s an acceptance, on the part of the primary teachers 

awl the administrative staff, of the use of broad units of. instruction 

in which the interrelationships of the language ar ts are- recognised as 

well as the more obvious relationships of the language arts to all . 

other currieular subjects. • The second step in establishing such a. . 

program i s a co-operative decision on the part of the primary teachers 

a# to the skills or abilities to be emphasized at each grade level and 

5&uth Strang, "language Development of Elementary School. 
Children, " Education, JLXXIZ (December, 1951), 228. 

' IL Trabue, "Introduction," Teaching Language in tike Ele-
mentary School, Forty-third Yearbook of the 
Study of Education, Far t U, p. v. 
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throughout the pr imary program. Smelt a decision mut t be flexible la 

order to permit the meeting of individual needs. The mastering of lin-

guistic skills i s ft highly individual process «a l varies i s with 

each e k i l i This variation necessitates tUUlf gro tq^a | a t each grade 

level* There are, however, four bread ehiUe that every- child, at 

each grade level, should develop as fa r as he i s capable on his own 

level of understanding and ability. These include O i skills that are es -

sential to the selection «f ideas to he expressed, clarity ef expression, 

consideration of one's co - communicator, and correctness of exjnres-

• i w . ® The selection of ideas to he expressed involves the child's de-

cision as to what to say or write in the light ef his listener's interests 

and needs for information. In mastering clarity of expression the 

child learns to organise ideas and express them In:concise, familiar 

words so that Ms speaking or writing i s understandable to others. 

In consideration of U s co - communicator, the child learns to 

consider the rights and feelings of his reader or listener, in achiev-

ing correctness of expression he acquires each linguistic tools as 

correct grammar, pronunciation, enunciation, capitalisation, punctua-

tion, and spelling. Naturally, only certain elements of these four 

7 Donald D. Durrell, "Caring for individual and Group Meeds, n 

Teaching Language in the Elementary School, Forty-third Yearbook of 
the National Society loir the Study of Sducatiton, Fart 8 , p. 109. 

®Paul McKee, "An Adequate Program in the language Arts,H 

ibid. , pp. 13-21. 
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broad ikilU can be taught at the primary iwttl, and O t r t f e n selection, 

must be exercised la view <rf the needs and interests of the pupils. 

Since the children will vary in their level ef attainment la t k u 

•kill*, It i s necessary to adapt the language instruction to meet individ~ 

ual needs. TM* adaptation may be accomplished through analysis of 

individual and group needs. . This discovery of needs i s the second 

step -la organizing an affective language a r t s program. Individual needs 

may be ascertained through a series of informal tests or Introductory 

lessons on each phase of work. A testing program of this sor t i s 

valuable to thecMid as well as to the teacher, for it enables Mm to 

see his needs and, used as a comparative basis for Ms later work, 

evidences his progress. In addition to these ability tests, the teacher 

may take inventory of the child's interests and attitudes through ques-

tionnaires which ask the child to put a number of activities in his or* 

O 

der of preference. Through this means the teacher discovers those 

phases of language ar t s that will need greater motivation. On such a 

questionnaire a child may show little interest in reading and a marked 

preference fa r giving oral reports. This suggests to the teacher that 

she will need to devote more time and skill to the motivation of the 

child*s reading than to his use of oral language. 

An activity program, jointly chosen by the teacher and the chil~ 

drea, i s the basis for meeting both group and individual needs. In such 
HI l i f t w i m n n i r i i i m w i r ' I iT inr i i r i> iDiwi f | ' . . ' I l i i i i i J i i u i i t i . im i t , i | > i p i f c n m i | i ) i i i » , i i i r i t n i r n m j w i i j i m n i n u w i i w i m , i m i r w i » w > m u M t i m < H " w t t u m w i i i b i B i ] i i D i ^ i i i ' u t M j i j n w n , ' , • I r t j , n i - n n c w e w • w . s ^ w u o e . B w u n s i m i W i • B - r n e ^ i n m w i t • a - i n i i a i J t f i i i i w ^ i » ^ ^ ^ i i ' r j i » i ^ a t t < > t i i M S i > i i . ^ i s I M < l B e i ^ . u i i w 

^Durrell, o£. cit . , p. 104. 



a program the nurricttiu subjects a re centered about one topic. ^ la , 

a first grade room this might be a wait on farm animals. , From this 

study a r i se various group and individual needs. Initial motivation may 

be achieved by planning and taking a trip to a farm-—an experience which 

will be the basis for instruction in all curricular activities. - The listen-

ing program i s farthered through etoriee, poems, and records about 

farm animals. The children a r e stimulated t@ spontaneous speaking 

when they plan together lor. their farm trip. - They may alto read 

about farms... > The reading ia done on the level of each child's ability, 

be it picture stories, pre-primer, primer, or a f i r s t basal text. .The 

writing activities wight include a note asking permission to visit and, 

following the excursion, a group story of the animals they saw. They 

stay also write a simple thank-you letter, to the farmer expressing . 

appreciation for the visit .TMa writing involves the use -of manuscript, 

spelling, capitalisation, end punctuation, and the mm of correct gram-

mar. The need for these shills ia evident to the children because 

they a re intrinsic to the activity and, as such, a r e interesting. The 

arithmetic program may also be involved in the excursion, in that 

the children may count the number of various animals they see on the 

farm. Art i s utilised in the drawing and clay modeling of farm ani-

mals. Natural science and social studies a r e dealt with as children 

set up a model fa rm and in turn discuss the contributions of various 

animals to modern living. Small animals, such as a rabbit or a 
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chicken, may be kept in the room so that children learn to care tor 

them. The nutrition oi the animals and of human beings may be dis-

cussed. The children also enjoy and profit by learning simple songs * 

about animals. They may wish to set original words to a simple tune 

they compose. It can readily be seen that' the teaching possibilities 

in such a program are infinite. ' Another method of motivation i s the 

joint choosing of a culminating activity. TMs unit conclusion may be 

an' exhibit, an open house, or' a program to which parents or the chil-

dren of other rooms a r e invited. At this time the children's work i s 

exhibited. Such a culminating activity, in which the children a re hosts. 

Is an excellent opportunity for practicing effective oral language In a • 

completely realist ic social situation. 

From the language a r t s activity permeating the unit ar ise ques-

tions as to the use of textbooks, workbooks, and drill . ' There a re ac-

tually three degrees of textbook use. An exceptionally well trained ' 

and experienced teacher may prefer not to use a text. In order to do 

this she must be familiar with the language to be taught, the sequence 

of linguistic learning, and the most effective procedures to use. Other 

teachers prefer to use several different textbooks according to the 

ability grouping of the class. This is a difficult procedure, but it is 

an effective means of providing for individual differences. Still other 

teachers prefer to use but one textbook for the class. In order to do th i s 

the teacher must, with awareness of the limitations of the text and its 
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over - emphasis of certain aspects of language skill, omit pages and 

sections that a r e of Utile value to fee class. , She must also be able to 

meet individual needs . 1 0 In regard t® the use of a language workbook, 

i t i s usually found that a well-planned workbook i s valuable as a sup-

plement to a good textbook. A workbook alone i s not .an effective 

means .of language instruction, for it makes no provision for oral in-

struction. And oral language is, basic 'to. all written expression'in 

the pr imary grades. .Perhaps the most effective solution to the text-

book-workbook problem is the use of several well-planned textbooks 

with their accompanying workbooks. These textbooks may be consid-

ered as reference books to be used by the various ability groups as the 

need a r i ses from the unit work. The workbooks would then be used in 

conjunction with those pertinent portion#' of the teaet. This permits the 

adaptation of instruction to group and individual needs. Any selection 

of textbooks and workbooks should follow tike initial planning of primary 

teachers concerning the scope ol linguistic training at each grade level; 

however, individual schools may have a stated policy toward the use . 

of these instructional tools. 

As to the highly controversial question «f drill, teachers seem 

to be ia accord as to the need for its individttalisation. No child should 

M. a . Trabue, "Significant Issues in Language Arts Instruc-
tion, " Teaching Jbaaguagc in the Elementary School, Forty-third Year-
book of the National Society for"the Study of Education, Pa r t II, 
pp. 223-22S. 

" i b i d . * p. 226. 
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1m forced to drill on a skill be tuuUnteadi and .uses correctly. Oc~ 
y 

casional «rr«r« may be corrected by a brief comment or discussion with 

the individual. When gross e r ro r s persist , either in a child or a group, 

they may be corrected through drill. To be effective* language drill 

should i nclude the actual use of the correct habit in a practical social 

situation and in a normal tone of voice. Squally necessary for effec-

tiveness is the child's feeling.of personal need for practice and Ms 
12 

feeling of satisfaction in using the correct form. One of the most dif-

ficult phases of providing for individual needs is the maintenance of an 

accurate record of the changing needs of each child. Following the in-

terpretation of achievement tests, informal tests, and ability grouping 

within the class, the teacher may use filing cards to note each child's 

progress In written and oral work. Mechanical e r ro r s and the date • 

of their occurrence may be noted on a slip of paper and, at the teach-
11 

e r ' s leisure, recorded on the filing card. Another effective method 

i s the periodic collecting of sample work. These dated paper* may 

be filed in each child's folder and used on a comparative basis with 

past and future work. Both methods facilitate an accurate check on 

individual needs. The discovering of and provision for individual 

needs is a great responsibility for the teacher, but "it i s the only 
U f t 4 d . , pp. 234-256. 

' V M. Babcock, "Individualising English Instruction, " 
English Journal, XJL (November, 1951), 526. 
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real guarantee of effective iai tnct i ios in the language arte. Thus 

tibia eaaeatial phase of instruction W given pre-eminent cm-

phasis. 

The final step in organising an e lect ive language art* program 

for the primary grades is the creation of a method by which instruction 

may be evaluated. Evaluation in the language a r t s i s multiple in pur-

pose, for i t evidences individual needs and progress, provides, infor-

mation to he used in guidance, and aids in replanning and strengthening 

the language a r t s program, to order to fulfill such purposes the evalu-

ation must be comprehensive, for language ar t s permeate the total 

school program; it must be flexible in order to permit the use of many 

formal and informal techniques; and it must be continuous in order to 

provide for the systematic collection and application of evidence for 

1 § 

the improvement of the school program. Primary children are ca-

pable of day-to-day evaluation of their work in that they can see their 

needs and take pride in their linguistic growth. The interpretation of 

evaluative records in terms of replanning is . of course, the responsi-

bility of the teaching and administrative staffs. 

Broadly speaking, there are two methods of evaluating language 

a r t s instruction. These are the informal or teacher-made techniques 

and the formal or standardised methods. They differ in that the former 

^Dur re l l , eg. e i t . , p. 109. 

1SNationai Council of Teachers of English, The English language 
Arts, p. 417. 
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a r e planned to meet the needs of a par t icular group or of a specific ; 

t i t u d o B and a r e thaa chiefly valuable for their evidences of individ-

ual difference*. ^ Such Informal teats involve multiple choices, com-

pletion, true-false* and matching types of responses on the part of the 

child. The teacher may also' make use of anecdotal records to record 

significant behavior and personality t ra i t s . Another means i s the pe r -

sonal interview by which the teacher may discover attitudes and aid' 

children in making adjustments . Other informal evaluative tech-

niques include rating scales , which evaluate pupil personality; a t t i - -

tude scales; interest-Inventories and questionnaires, which reveal in-

terests, opi.nions,• and information of children; and various sociometric 

methods which show the personal and social growth of children when 

fr iendship choices a r e charted on a sociogram. Various objective 

and standardised tes ts a r e available to measure p rog re s s in reading,• 

writing, speaking, and listening. • These tes ts and measurements a re 

infinite in scope and variety and, as such, are necessarily selected by 

the administrat ive staff of each school system. • Each teacher will, of 

course, make use of the tests currently available in her school system. 

In summary, the organisation of an integrated language a r t s ' • 

program, in the primary-, grades may be regarded as a series of four 

steps. The f irst step may be recognised as an acceptance of the 

1 6Iind, , pp. 418-419. 

1 7 Ib id . , pp. 420-423. 
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current concept of an interrelated and isttgr«t«d language arts pro-

gram functioning in ft broad, trait @1 instruction. This initial step i s 

followed by a decision concerning the linguistic skills to be emphasised 

throughout the primary program and a division of skills to be stressed 

a t each grade level. The third step Involves an agreement as to the 

methodology to bo used in meeting and recording individual needs* and 

a common acceptance of the vital necessity ©I motivation through an 

activity program. . The fourth and final step involves the organization 

of a method of collecting and interpreting evaluative data by both for* 

mal and informal techniques so that children may be evaluated as to 

individual linguistic p rogress and the school assessed as t© instruc-

ticrnal pIsssiiBg*' ' 



C H A P T E R I T 

A S U G G E S T E D LANGUAGE AUTS P i O G & A M ' * 

F O E T H E P R I M A R Y ' O H A 0 £ S 

Any language arts program must be planned in tike light of a par-

ticular teaching situation and a specific locale. For that reason* no . 

om program can tie universally adopted. There are,, however, certain 

basic views as to objective® and current methodology that may be uti-

lized in building an integrated language a r t s program in any pr imary 

grade. 

A common factor in all primary schools is the teaching of the 

four sequences of linguistic development^-listening, speaking, reading, 

and writing. These linguistic sequences involve the use of skills that 

a r e essential to the selection of ideas to be expressed, clarity of ex-

pression, correctness of expression, and consideration of one's co-

communicator . The development of these four abilities enables the 

child to take pa r t in the tea important language activities that a r e 

taught in Hie pr imary grades* These activities* . as stated by McKee, 

are participation in conversation and discussion; participation in group 

meetings; the use of the telephone; the presenting of ora l and written 

repor ts , reviews, descriptions, announcements, and explanations; the 

SO 
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writing of letters? «ad the telling and writing of »torie«. * Th« develop* 

meat of ttctc skills on the primary level may be aeeomplitlutd through 

the use ol three Ike first of which i s the extension aad en-

richment of the child1! oral language. This technique involves sup-

plying experiences aad interests aad the time to discuss them. Through 

such discussions the child clarifies Ms concept*. The second method 

centers about the teaching of written symbols that stand for oral sym-

bols. The last technique is the teaching of reading so that children 

recognise tike meaning of written or printed symbols. 

The following language a r t s program was formulated for the 

three grades of the primary level and was planned for this wri ter ' s 

particular teaching situation aad locale. The program is based upon 

the four sequences of linguistic development aad centers around the 

teaching, ia broad units of instruction, of the four abilities through 

which children develop the skills essential to participation in the tea 

important language ar t s activities. The techniques and significant 

issues involved in this teaching method will be discussed on the f irs t , 

second, and third grade levels with the sequences of linguistic develop-

ment as points of reference in each grade. The development of skills 

essential to participation in the ten language ar ts activities will be 

discussed in relation to these sequences and in reference to the grade 

levels on which the skills a re introduced and developed. 

*McKee» og. ci t . , p. 12. ^Strang, eg. cit« f 2»2$* 
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la evolving a plan tmr the f i r s t grade, one n u t first acknowledge 

the fact that the linguistic program oa this level i t eUtfljr e m e t r a e d 

with the encouragement of natural and spontaneous language through 

development, of a spirit of f ree , social communication. ^ In effecting 

this development it i s vital that the f i r s t step of sequential development, 

which i s perceptive listening, he encouraged. Such listening should he 

purposeful, accurate, critical, and responsive.* Activities that en-

courage perceptive listening include pupil exchange of interesting per -

sonal experiences; opportunities for children to listen to recorded 

stories, songs, and poems; discussions of community and home activi-

ties; and occasions for the teacher to tell stories and read poems to 

the children. 5 The teacher also encourages accurate listening when 

she gives brief, concise instructions concerning class work. Lengthy 

and repetitious instructions tend to dull listening. 

The second step in the sequential development of language is , 

oral expression. Oral language i s stimulated by listening activities, 

for the children are encouraged to exchange interesting experiences, 

ideas, and opinions, and a taciturn child i s often animated by a voluble 

one. The enrichment of a child's range of experiences also serves to 

JM, A. Dawson, Language Teaching in Grades One and Two, 
*mm m, \ >*»»» .1.1 .„>•»,uwn* .rtiiWMMiiMMt 

p. 3. 

^National Council of Teachers of English, og. c i t . , p. 332. 

H 
-'Dawson, Language Teaching in Grades One and Two, pp, 13-2*. 
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stimulate oral language and to improve th« content of expression. ^ 

Maajr ckUdrta e@m« from meager family backgrounds tad consequently 

have little to talk about) therefore it i s important to provide topics 

about which expression can develop. Such an experience might be pro-

vided, « s the first grade level by an excursion to a local farm, tha fire 

department,• or the post office. Much oral expression in the form of -

pre-planning and discussion offers the teacher ample opportunity to 

improve the children's manner and form of oral expression by encour-

aging the use of distinct and accurate articulation and enunciation, 

simple andeiear»eut sentence structure, proper grammar,- a more: 

? 

extensive vocabulary, and correct organization of ideas. - Sound 

teaching of correct and distinct oral expression is an aid to correct 

written expression, for most language difficulties originate' in and a re 

perpetuated by the child's speech. ® Care must be exercised in cor-

recting oral errors in such 'an expressioaal period.. M incidental. . 

correction tends to upset the child, the teacher may offer correction 

later-to the individual. ^ .in the case of a gross error common to the 

group, remedial drill may be given to the class as a whole. - Such 

drill should be in accordance with the techniques discussed on pages 

25-27 of'this paper. . 

6lbid. . p. 3. 7Ibid., p. Si. 

8McK«e, op. clt . , p. 28. 

a 
M. R. Trabue, "Significant Issues in Language Arts Instruction, " 

Teaching Language in the Elementary School, p. 234. 
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In planning for first grade development of Hie third linguistic 

sequence, that of writing, the teacher m » t consider the feet that,, there 

being no individual compositional language a t this level, written ex-

pression i s provided through means of the group story. ,fh« story- . 

may grow out of an experience, such as an excursion to the post office, 

about which, the children wish to •write. -The -teacher aids the children 

in sentence structure and in the organisation of ideas. The children 

volunteer sentences which, as they a re accepted by the group, a re • 

written in manuscript form on the hoard o r on a, la rge chart by the 

teacher. The teacher then directs the children's attention to the use . 

of periods, capitals, and spelling. Following this discussion the chil-

dren transcribe me story, using manuscript on wide-lined paper. 

As each child finishes his work he is helped by the teacher to check . . 

Ms spelling, punctuation, and capitalisation, lie then makes any -

necessary revisions. Adequate instruction in all writing activities 

requires that there be a need for the activity (such as this story of 

the group*s excursion), an explanation of i t s value and use, a group 

discussion for the purpose of clarifying the explanation, followed by a 

use of the activity, a check of it, and a revision,of' errors.1* The -

value of such a writing activity is great, for the children see a need 

for and the correct use of those linguistic skills that were intrinsic 

*d&nwson. Language Teaching in Grades One and Two, p. 40. 

**McKee, op. cit . , p. 30. 
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to the activity, Titus the elements of capitalization, punctuation, • spell-

ing, g r ammar , and handwriting are introduced inductively la, response . 

t© the vital needs and in te res t s of the children. 

• "The fourth step in linguistic development is, reading, to the f irst 

grade, reading instruction begins with the use of pre-prLmer lessons .. 

in which the children learn to in te rpre t a single picture aad them two. 

or more pic tures which, when shown in sequence, lead to a surpris ing 

or amusing experience. *Z . Having mas tered pre- reading , tike children 

begin their pre-primer work, which consists «f reading a few words 

that report only the conversation of the story characters.13 Interpreta-

tion i s aided b y l a r g e p i c t u r e s that give reading dues . Following 

the pre-primer, the children are introduced to a primer which initiates 

the use of narrative. t e x t . 1 4 This text relates -.an .action in the story . 

aad i s i l lustrated by a pictured action. At this developmental stage 

the teacher may use group stories for additional reading work, fo r 

they .deal with the actual experiences of the children and therefore ut i-

l ize words that are famil iar . No child can cope with an unknown - , 

printed symbol, an unfamiliar ora l symbol, and an unknown object or 

a c t i o n . 1 5 The use of group s tor ies for reading purposes insures • 

**MGood Stories, Skilled Activities Build Interpretative Power," 
The Supervisor's notebook, XV, Ho. 13 (Spring, 1952), 1. 

l 3 M 4 . , p. 2. u f b l d . , p. 3. 

1 %trang, og. cit.» p. 227. 
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familiarity with the vocabulary and action. Knowledge of these two fac-

tor* adds the child in interpreting the unfamiliar printed symbols. The 

use of group stories for reading purposes i s also valuable in that the 

phases of linguistic development are functioning together and therefore 

reinforcing one- another. Following the use ef the pr imer and additional 

chart stories* the children a re introduced to a f i r s t basal text. On 

Book One level the text becomes increasingly important in telling the 

story, and children grow in ability to interpret the story from printed 

word symbols. ^ On all levels of reading the teacher must- help chil-

dren relate their own experiences to their reading and project them-' 

selves into the experiences .of the story characters, for it i s through'' 

vicarious participation that children arrive at full understanding of the 

s tory . 1 7 Of course, there will be children who are not ready to read. 

They will need additional enrichment in tike form of experiences and 

opportunities to use oral language. In addition, there will be various 

ability groups—a situation found throughout the pr imary grades. Each' 

child must be accepted at his own level of ability and have his individ-

ual needs supplied on that basis. 

la planning the second grade program it i s necessary to continue 

and to broaden the listening, speaking, writing, and reading abilities 

developed in the first grade. 

**HQood Stories, Skilled Activities Build Interpretative Power, " 
The Supervisor's Notebook, XV, No. 13 (Spring, %9$Z% 4. 

1 7 Ibid. 
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The leeoad grade teacher continues to «M<wrft|c pcrctpUve 

listening and the use of correct oral language by utilizing the first. 

grade techniques of d e a r , concise instructions,,, pupil exchange of ex-

periences* and discussions of news* records* community events* and . 

radio and television p rograms . In addition, she makes use of informal 

dramatisat ions, in which various groups Interpret s to r ies they have 

m 

read or heard, and dramatic play. The latter fo rm, in which chil~ 

dren dress as Indians, community he lpers , o r in other roles* involves 

no s tory. Dress may fee in accordance with the current unit of study. 

The use of ora l language i s fur ther developed by broadening the s tory 

and poetry hour to include the s imple? f o r m s of choral speaking with 

par t icular emphasis upon recommended selections that have a repeated 

refrain, ** Poetry, in i ts oral form*' "trains the child's ears to the 

cadence of words and develops his sensitivity to the power and music 

of the English language. Here* in the melody and movement of poetry* 

l i e s its first appeal for young children . « . The values of choral 

reading a r e many. Children develop l i t e ra ry appreciation a s they 

sense the mood, thought* and picturization of the various poems. The 

sense of rhythm, rhyme, and phrase, individually or collectively, i s 
2 | 

developed, as i s the chi ld 's vocal flexibility. , Choral reading is. 

*&Dawson, Language Teaching in Grades One and Two, p. 28. 
* P-

*°May wan Arbuthnot, Time for Poetry* p. 1. 
2 1 Dawson, Jbanguage Teaching i n Grades One and Two, p. 98. 
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additionally valuable as a means of encouraging shy children to partici-

pate i s group activities. Bach poem should be selected to use#* the c r i -

teria of brevity, literary quality, marked rhythm, simplicity of vo- •. . 

22 

cabulary and phrasing, and appeal to children. Such selections may-

be found ia various books on choral reading. Selections from aatholo- : 

gies of poetry may be adapted to choral, reading provided they meet the 

criteria discussed above. Instruction in oral language continues with 

the first grade techniques of the telling of news, stories, and personal 

experiences. In correcting e r ro rs during an eacpressional period, the 

teacher must consider the individual*s reaction to incidental correc-

tion and make provision for remedial work accordingly. 

Proper planning for the third sequence of linguistic development, 

that of writing, necessitates the organisation of a specific program for 

developing sentence sense, habituating the correct use of capital let-

ters and punctuation, improving spelling ability, and for improving 

handwriting and developing ease in written communication.23 This pro-

gram should be emphasised in the first half of the second grade, for the 

skills developed at that time are the basis for independent writing, 

which begins in the latter half of the second grade. The development 

of sentence sense may be farthered through, continued use of chart 

stories and by stressing the sentence concept in the various reading 

22Ibld. 

2Sa»id.» p. 38. 
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g r o u p s . N e c e s s a r y corrective work may b« brought up in at discus-

sion of the organization and grammatical correctness of group stories. ' 

In habituating the correct u*« of capital letters and punctuation marks, 

the second grade teacher retcaches the first grade concepts of the capi-

talization of names of people and pets, beginning words of sentences, '• 

ai3td of the word I. In addition, she reviews the use of the period aad ; 1 

mm 

the question mark as end punctuation. She broadens these concepts to 

include the use of a capital letter in the.names of months* days, cities* 

and states, • and the use of the period after a number in a list aad afte* 

2§ 

the abbreviation'of-the names of months and days. ' The comma, as 

used in a date or between the names of a city and state, may be intro-

duced to the more mature children, and other children may continue to 

copy these comma uses from the board. The use of a spelling text 

is'usually begun in the second grade, aad the words indicated should' 

be mastered. Words that a re needed frequently in group stories 

may be recorded on a chart and displayed for the duration of the cur-

rent activity so that children may consult the list as the need ar ises . 

Children should not be expected 'to ma t t e r these words, for the par-

pose of such a list is to• instill the fact 'that there i s a correct -way to -. 
Iiurtiyswiiiiiwluimwisriy rflwnm.l.a.nm W;wrjrjain,.fJn,-nwiC.H<>lu.»Lmr!HW»m>WI>niitwn„„w,wwrt.i.wnr 

• M m&>, p.:-St... ; 

is 
Ibid., p. 41. 

26Ibici. , p. 63. 
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spell a word and to establish the habit of finding sat the correct way 

if one if in doubt. 

Handwriting, in the form of manuscript, is improved in the see* 

11 

ond grade uniting program through the copying of group stories. • 

Facility la writing may be furthered through the use of regular writing 

lessons and exercises provided they, ar* such that will carry over into 

normal writing situations. , The teaching and use of all language tool* 

should he introduced inductively so that children react to a felt need in 

a purposeful activity. 

In the latter half of the second grade children enter into .an in- . 

tensive program directed toward the development of the fundamental 
SO 

skills involved in independent writing. The five steps in this pro-

gram may he introduced as part of a larger activity, such as a unit 

on Community Helpers. The first step i s instruction in the more 

effective copying of group stories and reports. Following a study 

of tiie elements of form, capitalisation, spelling* and' punctuation, the 

teacher directs the children in the copying of phrases rather than of 

Individual words. After this concept has been mastered, the children 
27lhid.» p. 64. 

28Ibid, 

29Ibid. 

3 0Ibid. , p. 67. 

3 1 Ibid., p. 68. 
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iMfia the i«cM<i step, that «f studied dictattoa. ^ Following the eUl> 

d m ' i study of the •ml«ac«« ia a gr<mp ttery, the teacher c o v w t the 

chart and reads i t to the listening children. She re-reads tike first 

sentence • • fltit cUldr«a out visualise i t and. recall aad 

end punctuation. She then rcwU the first thought phrase in the intro-

ductory sentence* This phrase i s repeated orally by the children and 

then writ ten by them. At tibia time the more difficult words may he 

pat on the hoard in order to facilitate spelling. This insures that the 

child will not use and acquire an incor rec t spelling form, The teacher 
/ 

reads the second thought phrase, which i s repeated and wri t ten by the 

children. The lesson continues in this way until the children have writ-

ten the complete story from dictation. The teacher cheeks each paper 

with the individual and discusses his errors with him in a friendly and 

encouraging manner. Each child then corrects his errors. 

The third phase of the program involves a ser ies of lessons in 

unstudied dictation. The children do not see the story chart but the 

m « « difficult words are placed on the board fcn the order of their oc-

currence. The lesson then proceeds* using the techniques employed 

in studied dictation. 

The fourth step in developing independent writing skills i s the 

use of the unfinished s t o r y . 3 4 The beginning of a simple story i s copied 

32IMcl. 3 3 lb id . , p. 69. 

$ 4 lMd. , p. 70. 
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from the hoard or written from lietattoa. ^ The story should bt simple 

and pointed enough that the final outcome may be easily sensed ami. 

readily expressed in one or two M8l«ac«i. Alter the c U U r M wrtt* 

their individual concluding H s t M c n , the teacher helps each eMld to 

check Ma paper. Tte children than corraet their stories aad raad 

them to one another. 

The tilth aad final step involves the practice ol wholly independ- . 

ent writing. Sack child thinks through various proposed stories, . 

which should h* simple and hrief, and asks that the more difficult 

words ha listed on Ike board. Me then proceeds with his writing. 

Should he have neglected to request the spelling ol certain words, he 

may leave a Manic space or use the beginning letters to designate the 

troublesome word. When he finishes Ma writing he checks Ms paper 

lor correct organisation of ideas, punctuation, and capitalization. 

Following this initial self-check, the teacker helps Mm with Ms spell-

ing and checks Ms paper so -that he can correct it*. This proofreading 

and re-writing i s vitally important, for the child learns not through Ms 

first imperfect draft hut by re-writing a correct second draft. The 

standards for all written work should be neatness, legibility, and com-

plete accuracy. 

The fourth sequential step of linguistic development, that of 

reading, continues on the second grade level with the use of various 

^Ibid., p. 71. '^McKec, ©gt. cit . , p. 35. 
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ability | r «n ;< . These may range Irons pre-primer through the iccosd 

basal text or Book Two level, . An important supplementary aid to the 

stimulation of reading ia a c l u u o o n or school Utoury ia which the 

cUld may pursue his individual reading iatcr*it« on Ms particular . 

level of ability. The teacher may stimulate such browsing by reading 

aloud bits from informative books in fields of the children's interest . ^ 

At the end of the second year children shoal# have established 

habits of correct capitalixatiom for the names of persons* pets,. days, 

months, cittes^ aad states; the word l_ t a d the iai t ia lword of a sentence. 

They may be eaqwreted habitually to use a correct heading on their pa-

pers aad to use the period and question mark correctly as end punctua-

tion. They should have acquired correct work habits and a sense of 

r t i jwuiUUtf both for participation in group activities and for self- * . 

evaluation of individual work. . 

Individual differences will result In great variation in. levels of 

reading ability and spelling achievement, In facility and ability of hand-

writing, in the achievement of independent writing skills and content . 

of expression. A few children will need greater enrichment in the 

form of experiences and in opportunities to use oral language. Others 

will need additional intensive instruction and practice in the various 

steps that are directed toward the development of fundamental skills 

involved in independent writing. At each level, the child should be 

37National Council of Teachers of English, og. c i t . , p. $1. 
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aware of Ms needs, interacted in. the activity, and conscientious about 

Ms accuracy and neatness. . 

- The third grade language ar t* program- is also concerned with the 

development of listening, speaking, reading, and writing abilities. -

The third grade teacher continues the use of- first aad second 

grade methods of furthering perceptive listening. • Group planning of 

activities* .informal dramati®ati©as, dramatic play, Hue telling of -

stories aad personal experiences ail have their place in the program 

and a re a* valuable in developing ft* 'use of effective oral communication 

as they a re in aiding perceptive listening. The program in effective 

speaking la broadened to include the telling of other titan personal ex-

periences; the use of the telephone; the giving of directions, book re-. 

ports, committee reports, and explanations; the making of announce-

ments and introductions; and the use of parliamentary procedures. The 

introduction of the fundamentals of parliamentary procedure enables 

children to function democratically in purposeful committee and class 

meetings. The program in effective oral language may also include 

the presentation of a formal dramatisation, such as a play. An original 

play centered about the current unit of work would also involve the -

writing sequence. Children may make their own costumes and simple 

scenery, thus integrating oral and written language with an art activity. 

Oral language may be further developed in the third grade by the use 

of choral reading. This phase of oral cemmuaieatioa may include the 
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basic liaison and refrain forms and should introduce the more mature 

aatipfeoaal (two-part) and se<|n«iti*i (line-a-child) forms. An example 

of the autiphon&l form is found i s the following selection: 

"SH" 

Girls . "Shi" says mother, . 
Boys" ' "Shf" says father, 
All "Etaiming In the hall 

Xs a very great bother.M 

All ' "Mrs. Orumpy Grundy 
. Who lives down below 
Will be right up 
First thing you kaomr," . 

. Boys , . . « fh t« says fathir, . . 
Girls MShfM says mother, 
All ' ' "Can't you play a quiet game 

' Of some kind or o ther?"* 8 

This selection i s narked in brevity, refrain, rhythm, and tonal quality. 

It i s particularly appropriate for use in a city school system, for chil-

dren who dwell in city apartments are all too familiar with the word 

"Sh!" 

In the third grade writing program it may be profitable for the 

teacher, in tike f irst few weeks of school, to continue the use of group 

stories and t» recapitulate the series of dictation lessons and related 

activities that precede independent writing. This i s an excellent method 

of review and enables the teacher to perceive the various needs of indi-

viduals. Immature children may be grouped as a means of facilitating 

33 James S. Tippett, J Mve in a City, p. 58. 
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the secMMrjr re~ teaching while the more mature children a r* encour-

aged | a independent writing. la the rare event that a child has i » a i . 

I t red tli* steps toward independent writing u d yet Mmis i t impossible 

to formulate independent work, he may be permitted to work with an-

other child in -evolving a joint papa*. Xach tUld should correct and 

transcribe this dual endeavor m that each master* the linguistic fun-

damentals involved ia the activity. Thia i s a difficult ttchaiqw to use, 

for the teacher must be doubly perceptive in analyzing the origin of 

ideas and skills so that both pupils contribute; but this method f r e -

%ueatly leads to the development of skills necessary to independent 

writing. In addition to the recapitulation of skills previously taught, 
I 

tke teacher aaay also make mm of a aeries ef informal lessons aa a 

means of determining akilitiea and needs. These lessons reveal the '' 

child's grasp of those fundamentals taught la the first and second 

grades, f i g u r e 1 is aa example ef a placement leeeoa covering the 

use of capital letters, periods, and question marks. The lesson was 

integrated with the arithmetic ia that i t involved, the use of a ruler as 
! 

a means of spacing and drawing liaea. 

Ia the third grade writing program the children a r e introduced ' 

to <ite writing of poetry aa a means ef fostering creative writing. 

Creative writing may be defined * ŝ any written composition for whieh 

the writer determines his subject: and its farm and length. - Poetry 
iciciiiinjiutrtriiiiiimiu.niujtiiiiftn)n)n„,(i!iuriiijii iiiBipijilniiinfiiiiaiiWLiijijii l-L'jinasiiH.BBininiijTmiunmsuiHiSMiMWii wm ji'!'rjiiMt»niriWiii|iiliiMiitiriiiiiii.iiiJiii' ruinmmpujttKimwi 'rtjumw i'"n >«nn? n . ^ saspeisisai 

*9i-oru JLa Brant, "The Psyckological Basis for Creative Writing.M 

English Journal, XMV (April, 293. 
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PERIODS, CAPITALS, AND QUESTION MAHKS 

I. This Indian woman l ives in the d e s e r t . 

II. She m a k e s p o t t e r y bowls and d i shes of c lay . 

III. Would you l ike to do t h a t ? 

IV. She a l so r a i s e s c o r n f o r h e r f a m i l y to eat., 

V. Do you l ike c o r n ? 

VI. The Indian woman a l s o weaves b l anke t s . 

VI I . Do you know what co lo r she u s e s ? 

VIII . Would you l ike to do s o m e weav ing? 

F ig . 1. — Text and typica l i l l u s t r a t i o n f o r a p l a c e m e n t 
l e s s o n involving the use of cap i t a l s , p e r i o d s , and ques t ion 
m a r k s . 
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writing may bt initiated by the unfinished story technique, • In this ^ 

method a few lines of poetry, character ised by a marked rhythm, m 

written on the board and children offer concluding l i n e s . 4 0 Individuals 

a r e later encouraged to formulate concluding lines, and many soon ex-

p re s s a des i re to create a® original poem. Figure Z i t an example of 

an original p&rnm by a third grade child. This work grew out of a class 

discussion of Halloween. Some creat ive spark i s inherent .in every ' •. 

child, • but it can be stimulated only if the teacher recognises each ' 

child*s interests and aids Mm in the effective expression of hi* ideas . 4 1 

Figure 3 i s an example of an independent story that grew out of an 

Indian uait of study. The child, also a third grader, was particularly 

interested, to the way Indians tanned animal skins and wished, to study 

the process and report it to her father, who was an avid hunter. 

In addition to the forms of creative writing*. the third grade 

teacher introduces paragraph form and the writing of friendly letters. 

Figure 4 exemplifies a friendly letter written to a child convalescing 

f rom a throat operation. The writing had a vital social purpose and 

introduced form and grammar inductively in response to a fel t need. 

The use of this cr i ter ion—the pupils' need—is effective in most a s -

pects of expression; however, in the third grade a child frequently 

needs many skills a t once. Consequently, • the first teaching of some 

40Eleanor M. Johnson, "Fostering Creativity," Mjf Weekly 
Reader. Teacher's Edition, XXIX, Mo. 26 (March 24-28, W 2 ) , 1. 

4 1 Ibid. 
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TH£ WITCH 

Black Witch, Black Witch, 

Have you seen the stars twitch ? 

With your tail* tall hat 

And black, black eat. 

Why don't you go find a bat? 

Fig. 2. —Aa original poem. 
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TANNING A SKIN 

Rain Beer went banting one day. He killed & deer . lie took It 

home to kit mother. His mother skinned the deer . Then she cleaned 

the skin. She put ashes on the skin so the hair would come off. She 

put paste of animal brains and liver on the skin. Then she washed 

the skin with water* eggs and oak bark. Rain Deer's mother and 

Running Deer's mother fa i led the skin ever a log to make it soft. 

They smoked the skin so when it rained or snowed It would still he 

soft. 

Fig, 3. —An example of Independent writing. 
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Box 786 

Andrews, Texas 

March 6, 1953 

Dear Cheryl , 

We a r e studying about insects . I brought a katydid to school 

about a week ago. Me dog a hole and he hardly ever comes up. 

That make* me mad. Marigiyn found a child of the ea r th . 

- Yon s u r e a r e miaelag a lot @1 fun. We a r e having a lot ol 

fun. 

Ycnur friend* 

Nita 

Fig . 4, —Typical text o l a friendly l e t t e r . 
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needs must fee delayed. The teacher, of necessity, eliminate® those 

activities for which pupil* feel a lesser need and emphasises those 

skills for wMck they have an immediate need. For. instance, - in the • 

wit iag of * friendly Ittttr the child, obviAHfly, t»» an immediate need 

for paragraph and letter forme and for moat of the elements of punc- * 

tuation and capitalisation. In addition, he needs to spell numerous • 

words and to use correct grammar . In the writing of a friendly let ter 

not all the use* of the comma can he taught or mastered; therefore, 

only the uses of the comma as employed in that single letter writing 

activity can he taught. This i s equally true in the teaching of grammar. 

One can emphasise only the correction ©1 gross errors* such as the . 

use of he done for he did. Such misuse is worse than the substitution 

of can for may. It i s clearly hotter to. teach a small number of i tems 

well ' t e a merely I® present a larger group. ** 

tot the a rea of writing, third grade teachers find-that the publica-

tion of a class newspaper i s both interesting and profitable to children. 

An effort should be made to see that each child contributes on his level 

of ability. Figure 5 reproduces a page of a third grade newspaper that 

was devoted to reports on various Insects. This activity was part of 

the culminating activity concluding a unit of insect study entitled 

42 
McKee, oj». c i t . , p. 24. 

41 
Ibid. 
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A M E E I C A M 

Rooxn 112 February 27. I9M Edition 2 

W« Publish a Paper Today Weather Report 

We arc writing this newspa- It snowed Monday and Thurs-

per because we wanted to share day here . We had fan* too. We 

our news with our friend.* and be- had a snowball fight. It didn't 

cause It will help us with our Eng- snow very much. 

l ish. We tope you enjoy it. . —Will 

—Geneva fit Gleada 
'George Washington 

Abraham Linooln George Washington was our 

Lincoln was bora ia a log f i r s t president. He i s called the 

cabin. II was ia the wood®. His father ©f our country, fife gave us 

father trapped animals. Lincoln f reedom. He lived over 200 years 

read by the light of the fire. He 

helped his father cut down t rees . 

ago. ' 
~ P k l l fe Bavid 

He became our sixteenth pres i - Word Game 

dent. 
—Robert It Johnny 

Manic 2 things that begin 

with b . 

1, bee 
2. butter 
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Word Game Word Qame 

Name tea word# that begin Name six words that begin 

with a . with h . 

1. ant I . house -
and 2. jffj> 

3. af ter 3. horse 
4. as 4, heat 
5. apron 5. help 
6. apple 4. harmful 
?. at 
i . ate '«-> Carolyn 

Agnes 
10. autumn 

A Word Oame 
—i*agonia 

' Can yon name ten things that 

Lincoln's Fi**st Horae • begin with 

Lincoln's f irst home didn't 1. caterpi l lar 
2. cat 

have a f loor. He was a poor boy. 3. cocoon 
4. corn 

Abe wanted to go to school very . 5. ce lery _ -
6. colony 

much. So he went to school and ?. . « * « $ • . . . . . 

8. cub 
became a great boy. 9. car -

10. cabbage 
His first birthday came on 11. come 

—-Glenda 
February 12, 1809. 

-Anita and Lagonia 

How Ants Grow 

The queen ant lays the eggs. Then they turn into grubs. The 

grubs spin their coeooas. They are grown ants a f t e r they have come 

out of the cocoons. —Phil 
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The Insect Garden 

la the garden, there are ante, 

butterflies, and beet . The in-

sects in the garden a r e interest -

ing. 

Bees a re helpful because 

they make honey for us t© eat. 

Some butterflies a r e harmful be-

cause they eat the leaves* The 

cabbage butterflies a re harmful 

because they eat 'the leaves of cab-

bage. Ants a re harmful in some 

ways and helpful in other ways. 

Carpenter ants eat wood. They 

are helpful because they eat the 

insects that harx» our garden. 

•— Sertha 

The Larva 

The larva is a grub, and a 

grub is a little thing that comes 

from an insect egg* It has no legs 

at all. 

The ant larva is helpless. 

The ants take care ©f the larva. 

When the larva gets big it can take 

care of itself. 

•' • ; • 1 • —Cheryl : 

Compound Eyes 

Did you know that the dragon-

Ay has 30,006 eyes in one big eye? 

It i s called' a compound eye. In-

sects have two simple eyes in be-

tween the compound eyes. The in-

sects use tike two simple eyes to 

see whether anything i s moving 

or not. They use the compound 

eyes to really look at things. 

•www Ami 
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A Colony Social bisects 

A colony is a group. Ants . Some insects a r e social. 

ami bc«c l ive In colonies. On# Ants are insects. Social insects 

ant o r one bee i s not a colony. like to be in the same group. 

A group it more (ban a few. They are . in the same group all 

Ante and bees live in a group be- the t ime. Ants and some but ter-

cause they a r e social insects . f l ies are social inser t s , too. 

•—Carolyn ' -—Garland 

Fig. • 5. — Text, from ©a# i ssue of a th i rd-grade 
newspaper, showing types aad quality of composition 
work corre la ted with units of study. 
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"Six-Legged Neighbor#. " The writing of the newspaper reports involved 

the use of paragraph form, correct word usage, and the elements of 

punctuation, capitalisation* and spelling in a purposeful situation. On 

the 'Other hand, another project that developed from this stady of insects 

was the organisation of a dictionary. The words were selected from 

the supplementary spelling l ist with each child choosing the word he 

wished to explain. A paragraph was written and illustrated for each 

word. Figure 6 shows one child's definition of a colony, since that 

term i s used in regard to insects. Figure 7 s tows another child's ' 

definition of a mosquito. When the pages of the group dictionary were 

corrected and re-written, the let ters of tits alphabet were called and, 

a s each child filed his report, the pages were put into alphabetical 

order. A simpler dictionary may be made by having children cut pic-

tures from old magastaes and paste them on pages in a scrapbook, in 

alphabetical order, with the appropriate beneath each picture. 

The pages should be easily detachable so that children may shuffle 

and alphabetise them a s a game. Children may also alphabetise their 

spelling words in a notebook, using a separate page for each letter of 

the alphabet. After a series of activities involving alphabetical order, 

some children will be skilled enough to use a junior dictionary for the 

purpose of finding the correct spelling of a word. Few, if any, third 

graders will be sufficiently mature in reading ability and interpretation 

to use a dictionary, other than a picture dictionary, as a reference 

for word meanings. 
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A COJLONY 

A colony i s a group. Ants and bees l ive in colonies . One ant 

or one bee i s not a colony. A group i s more than a few. Ants and 

bees l ive a group l i fe because they are socia l in sec t s . 

F ig . 6. —Typical i l lustration and definition from 
a group dictionary. 
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THE MOSQUITO 

He i s an i n s e c t . He i s v e r y h a r m f u l to people . 1 The mosqu i to 

l ays eggs in the w a t e r . Eggs ha tch into l a r v a . You pour oil o v e r 

the w a t e r and you can ge t r i d of the mosqu i to . 

F i g . 7. — Typica l i l l u s t r a t i o n and def in i t ion f r o m 
a g roup d i c t iona ry . 
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la the area of writing, - the third grade teacher makes use of a 

spelling text to which she and Hut children may aid a supplementary 

Ust of words to he mastered. This latter list may he created from the 

unit in progress and from current reading and should emphasise par- ' 

ticularly those words that will he' used in the children's writing experi-

ences. Because of varying abilities,' the teacher may need to edit die 

l ists of children who find spelling difficult. In this ease the child is1 

responsible only for the words in his spelling book for which he has 

the most'need., Advanced childr en may he permitted to add 'more 

words to their supplementary lists. 

The third grade teacher i s usually responsible for introducing • 

cursive wri t ing . 4 4 ' This customarily takes place at the first of the 

third year; however, there a re some schools that provide for the tran-

sition f rom manuscript to cursive writing in the latter half of the sec* 

ond grade. The most important factor in timing the transitional 

period i s the child's degree of muscular and psychological readiness. ** 

The former cannot be hurried and the latter can merely he furthered ' 

through motivation. Neither should he forced. The transitional 

period will require organised practice ia designated practice periods' 

which should not exceed fifteen consecutive minutes in length, for in a 

**Ketional Council of Teachers of English, og. cit . , p. 94. 

It. Trabue, "Significant Issues in Language Arts Instruc-
tion, w Teaching Language fat the Elementary School, forty-third Year-
hook of the National Society"Cor the Study of Education, Fart M, p. 231. 
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more prolonged practice session the children become tired and fall 

into poor writing habit s. ** The value of oval, circle, and push-pull 

types o£ exercises i s questionable.47 Siaee- legibility i s the purpose ol 

handwriting instruction, it seems advisable (or children to practice 

the formation of complete and familiar word* rather than of isolated 

letters. The cMld who achieves the standard of consistent legibility , 

and neatness should not be forced to additional practice, for Ms time 

may be more profitably spent in attaining other goals in the language ar ts . 

Sample work taken over a period of time aid* the teacher and the pupil 

in evaluating individual progress . 

At the end of the third year the child should be sufficiently skilled 

to participate in the language arts activities on the pr imary level. . 

These activities include participation in conversation and discussion: 

participation in group meetings; the use of the telephone; the presenting 

of oral and written reports,, reviews, descriptions, announcements, 

and explanations; the writing of letters; and the telling and writing of 

stories. The child should feel a sense of responsibility for participate 

lag in the exchange of ideas. IBs work habits should be such that he 

seeks accuracy, organisation, and effective expression in oral work 

and, in addition to these qualities, neatness and legibility in Ms written 

communications. 

Clifford Woody, "Handwriting Practices in Michigan, " Language 
Arts in the Elementary School,' Twentieth Yearbook of the Department of 
Msmentary School Principals, p. 441. 

4 7Ibid. 
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Tluroaghottt th« p r i m a r y l e v a l teteiwri ®w» t #«« tha t i n s t r u c t i o n 

l a *11 phas«m o f the l a ^ t t g t a r t e i s f aac t i eaa l , »e<q*i*ntial, and ad ju« ted 

to each c M M ' s need# aad i n t e r e s t * . On ly t h rough imc l i aens i t i ve aad 

c r e a t i v e teaching can c h i l d r e n toe s t i m u l a t e d t© f l uen t and c o r r e c t c o m -

m u n i ca t i on a t a l l t i m e s . • 



C H A P T E R V 

C O N C L U S I O N S A N D R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 

F O E ESTABLISHING AN INTEGRATED 

L A N G U A G E A R T S P R O G R A M IN 

T H E P R I M A R Y G R A D E S 

Two major conclusion* may be drawn f rom this study of the in-

te r re la ted u d integrated method of language a r t s ins t ruc t ion The 

f i r s t conclusion i s that* since the language a r t s a r e in terre la ted and 

permeate all phases of cur r icu la r subjects and ex t racur r icu la r living, 

they may be more effectively taught a s a whole in integration with 

other cur r icu la r subjects than in an isolated language a r t s period. 

The interre la ted and integrated method of teaching i s effective because 

i t re inforces all a r e a s of instruction by relating Ideas. The second 

ma jo r conclusion i s that instruction should be individual and sequen-

tial and should be planned so that fundamentals may be taught in a so-

cial situation in accordance with individual needs and in te res t s so a s 

to insure effective communication in the child 's daily living. 

Planning for an integrated language a r t s program in the p r i m a r y 

grades may be initiated by a joint meeting of p r i m a r y teachers , super-

visors , and adminis t ra tors , a t which t ime recommendations should be 
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made concerning skills to be taught on the primary level. Specifically, 

this decision concerns Ike skills to be emphasized throughout the pri-

mary level and a subdivision as to the grade level at which these skills 

should be introduced. This general p rogram should be planned with 

regard to the fract ional teaching of fundamentals and should be flexible 

enough to utilise individual growth as a basis of sequence with pro-

vision being made for desirable repetition and more mature approaches 

and material at each grade level. 

Table 1 enumerates the p r i m a r y language arts activities, the 

a r e a s of sequential development involved, the grade levels on which 

each activity Is introduced and developed, and the resul tant values of 

specific activities. (See Appendix. ) 

The first activity, that of participation i a conversation and dis-

cussion, involves the areas of perceptive listening and effective speak-

ing, This activity i s introduced in grade one and developed in grade 

two. In the third grade i t i s broadened to include conversation and 

discussion for the purpose of solving problems. The activity results 

in the teaching of the organization of ideas, the use of co r r ec t g ram-

m a r , clarity of expression, proper enunciation and pronunciation, 

and in the cultivation of habits of consideration for one's l isteners. 

The second activity, that of participation in group meetings, also 

Involves perceptive listening and effective speaking. It i s first intro-

duced in grade two, and in grade three i s developed by including the 
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elements of parliamentary procedure. Participation 1m group meeting® 

is valuable for its teaching of correct grammar, clarity of expression, 

enunciation, and pronunciation, and for its experience* in democratic 

living. 

The use of the telephone, which is the third language ar t s activ-

ity, is usually introduced in the third grade. This activity, involving 

perceptive listening and effective speaking, is valuable in that it culti-

vates the attitude of consideration for one's listener, encourages the 

use of an enlarged vocabulary, and promotes clarity of expression, 

correct grammar, and proper enunciation and pronunciation. 

The fourth activity, the writing of letters, is usually introduced 

in a simple group form in grade one. It is continued In this group 

form, but on a more' mature level, in grade two. In the third grade in-

dependent letter writing is introduced and is practiced throughout the 

year. The letter writing activity teaches organisation of ideas, the -

fundamentals of capitalisation, punctuation, and spelling, promotes 

handwriting and introduces letter form. In the third grade the activity 

also utilises paragraph forms. On all grade levels letter writing in-

volves the sequential areas of writing with clarity and spelling with 

accuracy. 

The fifth activity shown in Table 1 is the telling of stories. This 

activity, introduced in grade one and more maturely developed in 

grades two and three, furthers perceptive listening and effective 
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speaking. This activity offers an opportunity to cultivate an attitude 

of consideration of audience interest and to teach 'the organization of * 

ideas, clarity of expression# a wider vocabulary#1 And the use of proper 

grammar, enunciation, and pronunciation. 

Story writing# which is the sixth activity, develops writing and 

spelling skills. Specifically, it is valuable for its instruction in con-

sideration of reader interest# the organisation of ideas in a correct ' -

manner, and the use of the fundamentals of' capitalisation, spelling# 

and punctuation. The activity also promotes a broader vocabulary 

and facilitates ease in handwriting. As a group technique the writing of 

stories is introduced in grade one and developed in the' f i r s t half of 

grade two. In the latter half of the second grade story writing i s in-

troduced as an independent skill. • The third grade teacher introduces 

paragraph form as an additional skill in independent story writing. 1 ; 

- The seventh through eleventh pr imary language-arts activities 

enumerated in Table 1 concern the presentation of oral and written re -

ports, reviews, descriptions# announcements, and explanations. The 

oral forms of these activities promote perceptive listening and effec~ 

tive speakings and the written forms further1 accurate spelling, reading 

with comprehension, and writing with clarity and facility. The value 

of oral and written reports, reviews, descriptions, announcements# 

and explanations lies in their promotion of correct grammar# a'wider 
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vocabulary, clear expression, organised ideas, and consideration lor 

one's listener or reader. The oral phase of these activities is addi-

tionally valuable in terms of teaching correct enunciation and pronun-

ciation, whereas the written phase necessitates the use of handwriting, 

paragraph form, and the fundamentals of capitalization, punctuation, 

and spelling. Additional reading values a r e realised when children 

read for information prior to the presentation of these.oral and written 

reports# reviews* descriptions, announcements, and explanations. 

The twelfth and, thirteenth activities—.those of dramatic play and 

informal and formal dramatisations ~~ are similar in that they promote 

perceptive listening and effective speaking, and are valuable for their 

stimulation of oral expression and their promotion of a broader vo-

cabulary, correct grammar, and proper enunciation and pronunciation. 

The activities differ in the .grade level, at which they 4t:re..nsed« • Bra* 

ma tic play and informal dramatisations are introduced in the f i r s t 

grade and developed, in the second and, third grades in..accordance> with 

the need for more mature approaches and material, whereas the for - , 

mal dramatization, such as the presentation of a play, is not usually 

introduced until the third grade. 

The fourteenth activity, that of choral reading, i s divided into 

four parts which comprise the four choric forms. ,'The unison and,re-

frain forms are first taught in the second grade. They are continued 

in the third grade, at which time the antiphonal and sequential, forms 
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aire introduced. These four ckoiic forms fo r th t r perceptive listening 

and effective speaking a»d are valuable for their development of vocal 

flexibility, vocabulary, enunciation, and pronunciation. They also aid 

ia developing l i terary appreciation and the senses of rhythm, rhyme, 

and prose* 

The final activity, that o£ creative writing, fur thers the writing 

and spelling skills by developing clarity of expression and organiaa-

tion of ideas, consideration of one's reader, a wider vocabulary, cor-

rect use of the elements of grammar, capitalisation, punctuation, and 

spelling. Creative writing also facilitates handwriting and the use of 

paragraph form as stimulating the expression of original ideas and : • 

releasing tensions. The creative writing of stories may be begun 

in group form in the first grade and continued ia this form in the sec-

ond grade, where group writing of creative poems i s initiated. Inde-

pendent creative stories and poems are encouraged on the. third grade 

level. 

Ia all language a r t s activities ia the primary grades, teachers 

must provide for individual needs and for more mature approaches 

and materials as the children progress f rom one grade level to an-

other. 

It is also necessary to plan for the motivation and individualiza-

tion of instruction. Group motivation is furthered by teacher-pupil 

planning of unit projects, activities, and culminating projects, and by 
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joint planning of linguistic goal* to be achieved, Individual motivation 

i* •uPPU«d in accordance with the child's seeds and interests. . ladivid-

ualisatioa oI instruction makes it necessary to determine each child's 

linguistic background, interests, and needs. Techniques m methods lor 

discovering linguistic status include the parental conference, which re -

veal* home background; child-teacher interviews} daily observation; 

tests; and, on the second and third,grade levels, analysis ©I f a s t rec-

ords' and, sample work. Individual interests may be determined through 

preference questionnaires and interest inventories as well as by means 

of the child-teacher interview and teacher observation of .the child's 

reading choices,. activities, and occasional conversation. • Individual 

needs may be ascertained through teacher observation, previous rec-

ord# and informal tests of placement lessons over phases of work cov-

ered the preceding year. The choice of textbooks and workbooks also 

influences the individualization of instruction as does the decision con-

cerning the place of drill in the program. Several textbooks with their 

respective workbooks may be recommended for each grade in order to 

facilitate ability grouping at each grade level. These materials may 

be used regularly or as reference sources as the committee indicates 

in each school, ©rill should be individualised in that it should grow out 

of a felt need. This need should be apparent to the child; the use of a 

correct habit* practiced in a social situation and in a normal tone of 

voice, should be more satisfactory to the child than his use of a* in-

correct habit. These factors help to insure the use of correct habits 
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in the child's daily l i f t , as he goes about his work in the school and 

about Ms life in the family and the community. 

Provision must also be made lor the evaluation of instruction. 

In the classroom, evaluation by the- pupil and by his teacher is a day-

to-day process and is concerned with individual progress . Evaluation' 

for the purpose of replanning instruction i s the provine e of the teach-

ing! supervisory, and administrative staffs, Evaluation on this level 

involves the interpretation of informal and standardised tests. -.The ' 

former are teacher-made and include multiple choice, completion, 

and true-false tests as. well as matching types of responses* anecdotal 

records, and sociograms... The standardised or formal tests include 

intelligence, personality, achievement, and vocabulary tests. 

Plans for establishing an effective language arts program may -

also include provision* for an in-service training program for teach-' 

e r s . Such a program would aid effective instruction by introducing -

more effective teaching methods and techniques and by encouraging 

effective communication on the part of teachers* The latter is vitally 

important, for children tend to imitate what they see andhear . 

It is, of course, difficult to establish an instructional program 

that maintains unity for the group and, at the same time, supplies di-

versity in meeting individual needs and interests, but it is the only 

guarantee of effective communication in a child*s daily life. ' Various 

methods may be effectively utilised provided they make use of 
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functional, sequential, and individuaiissed instruction; for these types 

of teaching; a re ««s*&tUl If th« fullest b«n«fit» are to be' realised from 

school <xp«rictce(. ' 



APPENDIX 
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TABUS 1 

FIFTEEN LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITIES IN THE PRIMARY 
GRADES, THE AREAS OF THEIR SEQUENTIAL DEVELOP-

MENT, THE GRADE LEVELS AT WHICH THEY ARE 
USED, AMD VALUES TO BE DERIVED FROM 

THESE ACTIVITIES IN TERMS ©F 
SKILLS AND ATTITUDES 

Areas of Sequential Development 

Language Art* Activ-
i t y * 

Perceptive 
l is tening 

Effective 
Speaking 

Reading 
with 

Compre-
hension 

Writing 
with 

Clarity, 
Facility 

Spelling 
with 
Accu-
racy 

I . Participation in 
conversation 
and di icuisloa X X 

2. Participation in 
group X X 

3. Use of telephone X X 

4. Writing of let ters X X 

5. Telling stories X X 

6. Writing stories X X 

t. Giving reports: 

Oral X X 

Written X X X 
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TABLE 1 — Continued 

Areas of Sequential Development 

Language Arts Activ-
ities 

Perceptive 
Listening 

Effective 
Speaking 

Reading 
with. 

Compre-
hension 

Writing 
w i t h 

Clarity. 
Facility 

Spelling 
w i t h 

Accu-• 
racy 

8. Giving reviewsj 

Oral X X 

Written X X x' 

f , Giving ̂  descrip-
tions ' 

Oral ; X X 

Written X X X 

10. Giving announce-
ments 

Oral X X 

Written X X X 

11. Giving explana-
tions 

Oral X X 

Written X X X 

12, Dramatic f lay X X 

13. Dramatisations: 

Informal X X 

Formal X X 
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TABLE 1—Continued 

Areas of Sequential Development 

Language Arts Activ-
i t ies Perceptive 

Listening 
Effective 
Speaking 

Reading 
with 

Compre-
hension 

Writing 
with 

Clarity* 
Facility 

Spelling 
with 

Accu-
racy 

14. Choral reading: 

Unison X X 

Refrain X X 

Antiphonal X X 

Sequential X X 

15. Creative wri t-
ing of: 

Stories X X 

Poems X X 
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TABLE I—Continued 

Language Arts 
Activities 

Grade Level at Which the 
Activities Occur, and 
Mature «f Activities 

I 2 ' ,3 

1. Participation in conver-
saltan and A t e u i i o a X X 

x Also prob-
lem solving 

2. Participation in group 
meetings X 

x: Also par-
liamentary 
procedure' 

S. Use of telephone X 

4. Writing ef letter* Group 
(simple) 

Group Independent 

5. Telling stories X X X 

6. Writing s tor ies Group 
Stories 

Group* U1 

Independent, 
Independent 

t . Giving reports; 

Oral X X X 

Written Group Group Independent 

8. Giving reviews; 

Oral X X X 

Written Group Group Independent 
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TABLE 1 —Continue* 

Language Ar ts 
Activities 

Grade Level at Which the 
Activities Occur* and 

Nature of Activities Language Ar ts 
Activities 

1 Z 3 •• 

9. Giving dtieriptioiu: 

Oral X X X 

Written 

10. Giving announcements: 

Oral X X x 

Written Independent 

11, Giving explanations: 

Oral X M ' M 

Written Independent 

11, Dramatic play X X X 

13. Dramatizations: 

Informal X X X 

- Formal X 
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TABLE 1—.Costtwtwwl 

Language Arts 
Activities 

Grade Level at Which the 
Activities Occur* and 

Nature ©f Activities 

1 2 3 

14. Choral reading: . 

Usisoa X X 

Refrain X X • 

Antiphonal X 

Sequential X 

IS. Creative writing of: 

Stories Group Group Independent 

Poeras Group Independent 
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TABLE 1~-Continued 

Language Arts Activities 
Values of ^Language Arts Activities in 

T e r n s of Skills to Be Taught and 
Attitudes to Be Cultivated 

1. Participation in conversa-
tion and discussion 

2. Participation in group 
meetings 

I . Use of telephone 

4. Writing of le t ters 

5. Telling stories 

Writing stories 

Correct grammar; organization 
of ideas; clarity of expression; , 
consideration for one's l istener; 
enunciation; pronunciation 

Grammar; clarity of expression; 
enunciation; pronunciation; ex-
perience in democratic living 

Correct grammar; clarity of ex-
pression; enunciation; pronuncia-
tion; enlargement of vocabulary; 
considerate attitude 

Organisation of ideas; handwriting; 
fundamentals of capitalisation, 
punctuation, and spelling; letter 
form 

Organisation of ideas; broadening 
of vocabulary; enunciation; pro-
nunciation; clarity of expression; 
correct grammar; consideration 
of audience interest 

Organisation of ideas; handwriting; 
fundamentals of capitalisation; 
punctuation; spelling! paragraph 
form; growth of vocabulary; con-
sideration of reader interest 
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TABLE 1—-Continued 

Uagvagt Arts Activities 
Values of Language Arts Activities in 

Terms of SJdlls to Be Taught and 
Attitudes t© Be Cultivated 

7. Caving.reports: 

Oral 

Written 

S. Giving reviews: 

Oral 

Written 

9. Giving descriptions: 

Oral , . -

Written 

10. Giving announcements: 

• Oral 

Written 

11. Giving explanations: 

' Oral 

Written 

12. Dramatic play 

• ° * * * 

Enunciation 
Pronunciation 

Handwriting 
Paragraph form 
Fundamentals of 

capital! station, 
punctuation, 
and spelling 

Values Common to Both 
* 

Consideration of one's audience 
Organization of ideas' 
Clarity of expression' ' ' ' ' . " 
Growth of vocabulary' , _ '' ' ' 
Correct grammar ' ' ' 1 

Additional values gained in reading 
for information to be used 

Stimulation of oral expression; 
correct grammar; enunciation; 
pronunciation; broader vocabulary 
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TABLE I—Continued 

Language Arts Activities 
Values of Language Arts Activities im 

Terms of Skill# to Be Taught and 
Attitudes to Be Cultivated 

13. Dramatisations: 

Informal 

F o r m a l . 

14. Choral reading: 

Unison 

Refrain 

Antiphonal 

: . Sequential 

15. Creative writing of: 

Stories 

Poems 

Same as' dramatic play. 

Correc t enunciation and pronuncia-
tion . 

Vocal flexibility; broadens vo-
cabulary; develops literary appre-
ciation and senses «f rhythm, rhyme, 
phrase; co r rec t enunciation and 
pronunciation 

Same as for a l l written work, and 
a lso encourages creat ive thinking 
and st imulates original ideas 
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